MGSC Meeting Minutes

February 6, 2019
Attending: Lacy, Ryan, Wieczorek

Research Areas PDL Update (March 1)

- We have received two emails from faculty who are interested in speaking
- We could open it up to graduate students or email specific faculty
- We could also make it more generally about switching from coursework to research (finding an advisor)
- We are going to e-mail graduate students who are graduating this semester to see if they are interested; also e-mail post-docs
- Catering will depend on whether or not we have access to the money usually set aside for colloquium

Other PDL Scheduling & Topics

- Teaching & Research Statement - end of March (Jack takes lead)
- April PDL: either copyright or health/mental wellness

Staff Potluck

- We normally do it in March (M,T, or W week before spring break)

Nomination for Knoxville Campus Advisory Board

- It should be a member of MGSC or an elected GSS senator from the department